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Abstract

The task of legal judgement prediction is to001
automatically predict the outcome of a case002
given the facts of the case. In this paper we ob-003
serve that in reality judges don’t determine the004
case outcome given the facts alone but are con-005
strained in their decision by legal claims, pro-006
duced by lawyers. Legal claims are the rights007
the claimant asserts as violated in front of the008
court. The job of a judge is to decide which of009
the claimed rights have actually been violated.010
Not only are the claims valuable on their own011
as an essential legal product, distinct from the012
case outcome, they are important with respect013
to the existing task of legal judgement predic-014
tion, because without a knowledge of claims015
it’s impossible to identify negative outcome,016
ie. the claims that had been rejected. Since,017
both positive and negative outcome is equally018
binding under the doctrine of precedent, cur-019
rent legal AI models are learning only half of020
the relevant information contained in the case021
outcome. In this paper we therefore introduce022
a new task, legal claim prediction, and estab-023
lish a strong baseline for it on the European024
Court of Human Rights corpus, which we la-025
bel with claims for this purpose. We observe026
that claim prediction is harder for neural mod-027
els, which achieve only 0.76 F1 micro aver-028
aged score on this task compared to 0.80 on029
the positive outcome prediction task. We fur-030
ther show a vanilla models struggle with pre-031
dicting the negative outcomes at 0.07 F1. We032
therefore introduce a new Subtractive Network033
architecture which achieves over 3x improve-034
ment on this task at 0.23 F1 by utilising both035
claims and outcomes. Thus we conclude that036
claims are conceptually necessary and empiri-037
cally useful missing piece of legal AI research.038

1 Introduction039

While case outcome prediction has been inves-040

tigated extensively in a number of jurisdictions041

around the world (Zhong et al., 2018; Xu et al.,042

Figure 1: The judicial process can be broken down into
two steps. Facts are first turned into claims by lawyers,
narrowing down the relevant legal areas. Then, the
claims either succeed or fail when assessed by a judge
and turn into outcomes.

2020; Chalkidis et al., 2019a), it has also been sim- 043

plified to be a task of predicting the outcome of 044

the case given the circumstances of the claimant, 045

i.e. the facts of the case. However, this task is 046

completely artificial, as it never actually occurs as 047

part of the legal process.1 The judge is never tasked 048

with identifying which law has been breached given 049

the facts. Instead, the job of a judge is to establish 050

which law, provided a set of alleged breaches of 051

law put forth by the claimant, i.e. the party that 052

is making a claim, have actually been breached. 053

The judges are therefore constrained in their deci- 054

sion. On the one hand they can’t rule that a law 055

which has not been claimed, has been breached. 056

On the other hand, they have to consider all of the 057

claims put forth to them. Conversely, the lawyers 058

are not trying to second guess a judge in crafting 059

the claims, they are selecting all the laws that could 060

have been reasonably breached by the defendant 061

and do go beyond the most straightforward claims 062

to craft creative arguments on behalf of their clients 063

to persuade judges to rule against the wrongdoer. 064

Crucially, in precedential jurisdictions, via the 065

1Thomson Reuters Practical Law provides a
comprehensive overview of the legal process:
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.
com/7-502-0631?
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doctrine of stare decisis (Duxbury, 2008; Lam-066

ond, 2016; Black, 2019), this interaction between067

a judge and a lawyer is responsible for creating068

new law. A successful claim (positive outcome)069

extends the scope of the law, while an unsuccess-070

ful one (negative outcome) limits it. It is therefore071

a surprising omission that legal claims remain an072

unexplored area of legal AI research. Furthermore,073

under the existing positive outcome classification074

paradigm, the focus is solely on half of the infor-075

mation legal outcomes contain. Therefore, in this076

paper we introduce claim prediction as a new text077

classification task along an annotated corpus of Eu-078

ropean Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) case law079

to study both claim and negative outcome predic-080

tion task with.081

We define the legal claim prediction as a task082

of predicting the legal claims given the facts of083

a case. While similar to legal judgement predic-084

tion (Aletras et al., 2016; Chalkidis et al., 2019a),085

which seeks to predict the positive outcomes of086

cases from the facts, we shift the focus from the087

service provided by the judge to the one provided088

by the lawyer. By doing so, this paper presents a089

study of how to computationally model the core of090

any legal advice, i.e. the mapping of the client’s091

circumstances to the relevant legal principles.092

Furthermore, the addition of this task allows for093

a more faithful model of a court process. Judges094

decide on the outcome of a case given both the095

case facts and the claims. They can’t decide on a096

violation of any other law than that which is given097

for their consideration in form of the claim. To098

model the court, claims are an essential component.099

In light of legal AI having already been em-100

ployed for sentencing criminals (Završnik, 2020),101

we also argue about what should be the practical102

application of legal models. We argue that a shift of103

focus from modelling the role of a judge to the one104

of the lawyer, is crucial to develop models which105

are beneficial to the legal process.106

The contributions of this paper are therefore as107

follows:108

• Annotated version of the European Court of109

Human Rights (ECtHR) corpus containing110

Claims and Negative Outcomes.111

• Defend lawyer automation as an ethical appli-112

cation of legal AI research.113

• Comparative study of Positive Outcome, Neg-114

ative Outcome and Claim prediction.115

• Introduce Subtractive Network, improving on 116

the negative outcome prediction task by 3x 117

over the existing architectures. 118

2 The Judge and the Lawyer 119

Lawyers are sought after for two main reasons. 120

They can provide a legal guarantee on a promise, 121

usually in form of a contract, or they can give ad- 122

vice on how to get a compensation for a breach of 123

a right. In this paper we concentrate on the latter 124

skill. In such instances, the lawyer will offer ad- 125

vice on how does the law apply to the claimants 126

circumstances. If there is a potential for the client 127

to be compensated, the client is willing to litigate 128

and the accused party is not willing to settle, a legal 129

case is born.2 130

The legal process can thus be understood as a 131

process of narrowing down the legal space where 132

the alleged breach of law has occurred. Initially, 133

the space includes all the law there is fig. 1. The 134

lawyer then narrows it down to the subset of all the 135

plausible laws. Finally, the judge asserts which of 136

these, if any, have been violated. We can therefore 137

observe two distinct interactions between the real 138

world and the law. First, when a lawyer aligns them 139

in the form of a claim, second when a judge aligns 140

them in the form of an outcome. While the latter 141

has been studied extensively, we are the first to 142

investigate the former. Furthermore, as we explore 143

below, claims play an important role in both. 144

2.1 The Judge 145

Positive outcome prediction models the judge, it 146

captures the information about which legal claims 147

succeed. The potential benefit of such model is for 148

estimating a potential of a claim. Because of the 149

high cost associated with a litigation, estimating 150

the chance of a successful claim is extremely valu- 151

able. It is also extremely difficult. We argue that 152

the main source of this difficulty however doesn’t 153

lie with modelling the law, but rather in modelling 154

human behaviour. Especially with cases which 155

have climbed some way through the hierarchy of a 156

court appeal system, the outcome can often go ei- 157

ther way, since both sides of the case have a strong 158

argument.3 159

2This is an oversimplification, but it illustrates the general
flow of a legal process. For criminal law for example, the
alleged crime has been committed against the society at large
and is therefore prosecuted by the State on behalf of the people
without the option for settlement.

3The very nature of appeal is based on this notion.
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It’s therefore important not to think of outcome160

prediction as equivalent to some sort of a medical161

task, such as cancer detection. It would be mislead-162

ing to assume this is a situation where the “tumour”163

of breach of law is either there or not. After all,164

the decision of the court is binding either way the165

judge decides.166

Herein lies the ethical dubiousness of modelling167

judges. Much like a jury a judge represents the hu-168

man element in otherwise relatively sanitised legal169

process. The judge weighs the competing views of170

the claimant and defendant and makes a decision.171

She can be persuaded by the specific circumstances172

that a case should be decided against expectations.173

In fact, her ability to do this is a crucial requirement174

for her job. Some judges, such as Lord Denning for175

example, became famous for their defiance of legal176

precedent in favour of ruling of what is ‘right’.4177

Unlike in the domain of medicine, where identify-178

ing the underlying truth is essential for treatment,179

and thus a machine diagnostician is in theory a180

competition for the human one, in the domain of181

law the validity of the decision is poised solely on182

the best intentions of the judge, who is the source183

of an underlying truth. We therefore argue a judge184

should never be replaced by a machine.185

Unfortunately, humans are also prone to a bias.186

There is a considerable evidence that judges do187

decide cases based on factors such as gender, en-188

thnicity or simply getting bored of the logic used189

in a previous judgement (Peer and Gamliel, 2013).190

Indeed, outcome modelling could be used to help191

with uncovering and perhaps mitigating such biases.192

However, teaching the model from the existing data193

isn’t perhaps the best way of uncovering the bias194

within it, see Chang et al. (2019); Mehrabi et al.195

(2019).196

To better model the judge, whether it is to make197

an informed decision about which claims to raise198

in front of which judge, or to keep an eye on the199

judges to ensure they don’t abuse their power, it’s200

necessary to consider the claims. Without a claim201

as an input, we can’t properly assess its chances to202

succeed at a court. Without knowing which claims203

are judges evaluating, we can’t easily tell if they204

are abusing their power or not. Let’s therefore shift205

legal modelling efforts from outcomes to claims206

and from a judge to a lawyer.207

4Margaret Thatcher called Denning: “Probably the greatest
English judge of modern times”.

2.2 The Lawyer 208

Claims capture a crucial component of legal ad- 209

vice given to a client by a lawyer. Modelling the 210

relationship between facts and claims could there- 211

fore assist legal practitioners and their clients by 212

improving the speed and reducing the associated 213

costs of legal services. For example, before seek- 214

ing a lawyer for a consultation, a client could use a 215

claim prediction system to learn about the law that 216

might be relevant to their situation. Liberating the 217

access to such information would be beneficial to 218

the rule of law. 219

But the utility of claims is not limited to a po- 220

tential claimant. As discussed above, they are im- 221

portant for modelling the court as well. This is 222

especially important for jurisdictions that rely on 223

legal precedent. By the doctrine of precedent, the 224

past decisions of a court is binding on future de- 225

cisions. This ensures consistency between cases 226

and a certain level of predictability of law. The 227

choice of what is claimed therefore influences what 228

the law becomes regardless of the outcome. If a 229

judge decides a law has been violated a new prece- 230

dent is born, but equally, when a judge decides 231

a law was not violated, this sets a precedent too. 232

Without knowing the claims the case outcome only 233

encodes half of the precedent as the legal AI model 234

learns only about the successful claims. To study 235

precedential legal systems, claims are therefore an 236

essential component. 237

Furthermore, we would argue the job of a lawyer 238

is much less prone to a bias against their client. The 239

explicit task in front of a lawyer is to align the law 240

with the circumstances for the benefit of the client. 241

In that sense the lawyer is compelled to work for 242

their client in a way that a judge is not. 243

In conclusion, while understanding of human 244

nature is necessary for the job of a lawyer, per- 245

haps being a human is not. Therefore, much like 246

the robotic surgeon, the robotic lawyer is at least 247

conceivable. 248

3 Legal Corpus 249

We chose to work with the ECtHR corpus, which 250

contains caselaw pertaining to the European Con- 251

vention of Human rights. To this end we use the 252

same scrape of the HUDOC database as Chalkidis 253

et al. (2019a) to construct our own claims corpus. 254

Since their dataset only contains the case outcomes, 255

we need to extract claims from the case text our- 256

selves. To do this we split each case by its head- 257
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Figure 2: The four architectures considered in this paper. From left to right: vanilla Longformer classifier, MTL
classifier, siamese network fine tuned for classification, our own Subtractive Network.

ings. Under the heading of ‘THE LAW’ we extract258

the numbers of Article’s which the claimant al-259

leges as violated. These form our claim labels. We260

keep Chalkidis et al. (2019a) annotations for out-261

come. For negative outcomes, we simply take the262

difference between claims and outcomes. Since263

outcomes are subset of claims, this simple method264

suffices.265

To ensure that our extraction process captures266

the information we are interested in, we manually267

check the extracted Article numbers. We also re-268

move any cases where the extracted claims are only269

a subset of extracted outcomes. We choose to focus270

only on the first 18 Articles of the European Con-271

vention of Human Rights, which corresponds to272

Section 1, containing the core rights of the conven-273

tion. Additionally we include Article 1 of the first274

protocol to the convention, relating to protection275

of property, which is another frequently claimed276

Article. We have decided to focus on this subset277

because it contains Articles that applicants to the278

court are most likely to claim. However, not all of279

the first 18 Articles are represented in the dataset.280

Only the following 14 are: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,281

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18. Together with protection282

of property this makes a total of 15 Articles we283

classify into.284

From their original corpus of containing 11, 000285

cases which are split into 9, 000 training cases and286

1, 000 validation and test cases each, we end up287

with 6, 948 train cases, 773 validation cases and288

858 test cases, totalling 8, 579 cases.289

4 Claims and Outcomes 290

To study the relationship between the claims, posi- 291

tive outcomes and negative outcomes we propose 292

the following experiments. The models described 293

below are also contained in fig. 2. The technical josef

This is only a
template, I’m
working on a
nice diagram for
all the models.

294

details are in section 5. 295

Claims and Outcomes. We train three architec- 296

tures to compare the claim and positive outcome 297

prediction. First we formalise the task of claim 298

prediction as a standard machine learning classifi- 299

cation task and benchmark it using a state-of-the-art 300

Transformer based model. We then define a model 301

of a court where outcome depends both on the facts 302

and claims and investigate if knowing claims can 303

improve outcome classification. Finally, we train 304

a model with a multi task learning (MTL) objec- 305

tive to predict both facts and claims together to 306

investigate if training on both has an effect on the 307

performance of either. 308

Negative Outcomes. We test four different archi- 309

tectures on negative outcome prediction. First the 310

same Transformer classification model as above to 311

see how hard it is to learn negative outcome predic- 312

tion compared to its positive counterpart. Second, 313

the same model but trained using a MTL objective 314

on both positive and negative outcome prediction. 315

The intuition is that knowing the positive outcome 316

categories could help learning the negative ones. 317

Third, we propose a siamese network pretrained 318

directly on distinguishing negative outcome cases 319

from the positive outcome cases using a contrastive 320

loss function. Finally we propose a novel Subtrac- 321

tion Network. The Subtraction Network combines 322
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the MTL objective, training to predict both claims323

and positive outcomes, but uses the difference be-324

tween the claims and outcomes as the prediction of325

the negative outcomes.326

5 Experimental Setup327

Notation. Denoting the set of cases in ECtHR328

corpus as C, we denote each of its elements a c.329

We further consider four sets of random variables.330

First, we consider O, a random variable ranging331

over a binary outcome space O = {0, 1}K , where332

K is the number of Articles. Instances of O are333

o and denote which Articles have been violated.334

Second, we consider L, a random variable ranging335

over the same binary claim space O = {0, 1}K .336

Instances of L are l and denote which Article has337

been claimed as violated. Third, we consider N ,338

with instance of nwhich are the difference between339

l and o and denote which Article has been unsuc-340

cessfully claimed as violated, i.e. the negative out-341

comes. We also define a binary random variable Y ,342

ranging over the binary space = 0, 1. If Y is 1 it de-343

notes two cases, fi and fy share a positive outcome344

ok and if it is 0, one case has positive outcome ok,345

while the other has negative outcome nk. Finally,346

we consider F , a random variable that ranges over347

the space of facts. We denote its instances as f348

while we denote facts of a case as fc. We denote349

the space of all facts as F = Σ∗, where Σ is a set350

of sub-word units and Σ∗ is its Kleene closure.351

Classification We formulate the outcome and352

claim prediction as a classification task. Given353

the facts of a case f we use a deep learning mod-354

els described below to compute probability of an355

outcome or claims as follows:356

pθ(o | f) =

K∏
k=1

pθ(ok | f) (1)357

pθ(l | f) =
K∏
k=1

pθ(lk | f) (2)358

pθ(n | f) =
K∏
k=1

pθ(nk | f) (3)359

To find the probability of violation of the K Arti-360

cles we compute:361

h = Longformer(f) (4)362

pθ(• | f) = σ(W (1) ReLU(W (2) h))363

where h ∈ Rd1 is a high dimensional represen- 364

tation, W (1) ∈ RK×d2 and W (2) ∈ Rd2×d1 are 365

learnable parameters in linear projections, and σ is 366

the sigmoid function. 367

Multi Task Learning For the MTL objective we 368

use the same Longformer model as above, but we 369

train two separate linear classification layers on top 370

of it simultaneously: 371

h = Longformer(f) (5) 372

pθ(o | f) = σ(W (1) ReLU(W (2) h)) 373

pθ(l | f) = σ(W (3) ReLU(W (4) h)) 374

The Longformer weights are shared between the 375

models, but the parameters W (1) W (2) and W (3), 376

W (4) are distinct and learned separately. Similarly, 377

for negative MTL we train: 378

h = Longformer(f) (6) 379

pθ(o | f) = σ(W (1) ReLU(W (2) h)) 380

pθ(n | f) = σ(W (3) ReLU(W (4) h)) 381

Siamese Networks For our siamese network ex- 382

periments we use the same Longformer encoder 383

again, but we first pre-train it on distinguishing 384

positive and negative outcomes by optimizing the 385

following contrastive loss function: 386

h1 = Longformer(fi) (7) 387

h2 = Longformer(fy) 388

L(h1,h2, y) = y || h1 − h2 || + 389

(1− y) max(0,m− || h1 − h2 ||) 390

where m is the margin, which enforces a minimal 391

distance placed between positive and negative out- 392

come cases. We then add a classification layer on 393

top of the Longformer and train the model same as 394

above. 395

Subtraction Network Finally, we train a MTL 396

network with three objectives: 397

h = Longformer(f) (8) 398

pθ(o | f) = W (1) ReLU(W (2) h) 399

pθ(l | f) = W (3) ReLU(W (4) h) 400

pθ(n | f) = σ(l− || o ||) 401

The loss is computed with cross entropy over all 402

three objectives by adding individual losses for 403

positive outcome, negative outcome and claims 404

predictions and dividing them by 3. 405
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6 Implementation Details406

We use the Longformer language model as the start-407

ing point for training all our classifiers (Beltagy408

et al., 2020). The Longformer is built on the same409

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture as410

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), but it can process up411

to 4,096 tokens. Since the facts of legal documents412

go often well beyond 512 tokens, having the ability413

to encode the full document without need for pool-414

ing is crucial. This way, the global attention in our415

implementation can attend to all the word-pieces416

in each document.417

Since this architecture achieves state-of-the-art418

performance in tasks similar to ours, e.g. on the419

IMDB sentiment classification (Maas et al., 2011)420

and Hyperpartisan news detection (Kiesel et al.,421

2019). We believe it to be a good choice for the422

tasks tackled in this paper. Naturally, the encoder423

is interchangeable and different architecture can-424

didates are available. For example the BigBird425

(Zaheer et al., 2020) or Perciever (Jaegle et al.,426

2021) could be interesting candidates for future427

investigation.428

To be able to train the models using our limited429

resources we set the models’ hidden size to 50430

and batch size to 16. We truncate individual cases431

to 4,096 tokens, the Longformer maximum size.432

Our Longformer models are implemented using433

the Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and Hugginface434

(Wolf et al., 2020) Python libraries. We train all435

our models on 4 Nvidia P100 16GiB GPU’s for436

a maximum of 12 hours using Longformer-base437

model.438

With the exception of our vanilla siamese model439

pre-training step, our our models are trained using440

cross-entropy.441

Model Precision Recall F1
Claim 0.87 0.67 0.76
Outcome 0.82 0.77 0.80
MTL Claim 0.86 0.65 0.74
MTL Outcome 0.83 0.76 0.80
Outclaim 0.84 0.76 0.80

Table 1: Longformer performance on predicting the
claims and positive outcomes given the facts alone,
multi task learning to predict both using facts and mod-
elling the court outcome using both claims and facts as
an input.

7 Results 442

The bulk of our results can be found in table 1 443

and table 2. We discuss them in detail below. All 444

results are reported with F1 micro, we measure 445

significance using the two tailed paired permutation 446

tests with p < 0.05. 447

7.1 Claims vs. Outcomes 448

We find that classifying claims is harder than clas- 449

sifying outcomes. Our best model achieves only 450

0.76 F1 micro average score on claim prediction, 451

compared to the 0.80 for the outcome prediction, 452

which is 0.04 in terms of absolute difference, see 453

table 1. 454

We have originally anticipated the claims to be 455

easier to predict. Our rationale was that since in our 456

formalisation the task of a Lawyer is to identify all 457

the law that could interact with the circumstances 458

at hand, while the Judge needs to figure out if a 459

given breach actually occurred, arguably deeper 460

level of legal understanding, the task of the Lawyer 461

would be easier. In reality, we found that Lawyers 462

invent creative ways of connecting facts with law 463

which our models simply cannot replicate. This 464

can be observed when we compare the predicted 465

Claims to the actual Claims made by lawyers. Our 466

model consistently under-claims, when compared 467

to its human counterpart, see Recall in table 1. 468

Another reason is that the Judges have an in- 469

centive to keep more consistency in deciding their 470

outcomes. Distinguishing a case from previous law 471

threatens reliability in precedential legal system. In 472

retrospect, it’s therefore not that surprising that we 473

can observe the drop in performance from positive 474

outcomes prediction to claims prediction. 475

7.2 Claims and Outcomes 476

Our experiments with MTL objective have lead to 477

no significant increases in F1 for claims and posi- 478

tive outcomes. In fact, the performance for claims 479

Model Precision Recall F1
Classifier 0.50 0.04 0.07
MTL Classifier 0.38 0.07 0.12
Siamese 0.31 0.01 0.02
SubNet 0.27 0.20 0.23

Table 2: Longformer performance on predicting the
negative outcomes using facts alone, with MTL objec-
tive, using a contrastively pretrained siamese network
and with our Subtraction Network.
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decreases to 0.74. However, the MTL objective480

seems to benefit outcome precision, improving it481

by 1%. This improvement is counterbalanced by482

the reduction in recall. Similarly, using claims as483

an input to the model (Outclaim) improves the pre-484

cision on outcome prediction further by another485

1%. However the F1 remains constant throughout486

at 0.80. This is interesting because it looks like it’s487

not significantly easier to learn the case outcomes,488

knowing the case claims.489

Why is that? Knowing the claims should help if490

the model has trouble narrowing down the space491

of Articles where the potential breach of law could492

have occurred. But our models don’t seem to strug-493

gle with this. We can see this by calculating how494

well can one predict outcomes by using claims di-495

rectly. This is effectively simulating the human496

lawyer as an outcome prediction model. We find497

that at 0.79 F1 this human baseline still ‘under-498

performs’ our model on outcome prediction. How499

is that possible? The answer is simple, human500

lawyers are not trying to merely predict the out-501

comes of cases. They try to identify all the possible502

claims to benefit their client and argue them as well503

as they can. That’s indeed what the clients pay504

them for.josef

needs expansion
and clarification

505

While the F1 improvements are minimal, the506

precision increases are less negligible. Our results507

imply that the MTL and Outclaim setup could be508

beneficial for tasks where precision is particularly509

important. For example in a neural ranking model,510

where the typical evaluation is done on mean aver-511

aged precision (MAP) or precision@k (P@k).josef

add experiments
with ordering

512

7.3 Negative Outcomes513

josef

Need to expand

514

While the relationship between claims and posi-515

tive outcomes seems to have limited practical use516

for enhancing the classification of either, the impor-517

tance of training on both becomes apparent for the518

task of negative outcome prediction.519

The same classifier that achieves 0.80 F1 on posi-520

tive outcome prediction performs incredibly poorly521

on predicting negative outcomes at 0.07 F1 micro.522

This is more than an order of magnitude worse than523

for positive outcomes! We believe that this is due524

to the fact that it’s very hard to learn which Articles525

don’t apply if you don’t know which ones do apply.526

The MTL objective improves the performance527

on this task by over 70%, to 0.12 F1. We believe528

that this improvement is thanks to the model re-529

ceiving information about which Articles relate to530

the facts of the case as well as which don’t. While 531

indirectly, the embeddings generated by the shared 532

Longformer encoder provide significant advantage 533

for classifying negative outcomes. 534

However, the issue with the MTL objective is 535

that it only provides this information indirectly in 536

terms of the outcome. This is why we have used 537

the siamese network setup, where we can train 538

directly on distinguishing the negative and posi- 539

tive outcomes. Unfortunately, we find the siamese 540

network fails to generalise for negative outcome 541

prediction and achieves the lowest performance at 542

0.02 F1. 543

On the other hand, we achieve the best perfor- 544

mance with our Subtractive Network (SubNet) ar- 545

chitecture at 0.23 F1, over a three times improve- 546

ment on the vanilla classifier. The advantage here 547

is that unlike with the siamese network the SubNet 548

knows about both claims and positive outcomes 549

and that it is the difference between the two that 550

reveals negative outcomes. 551

8 Related Work 552

Juris-informatics can trace its origins all the way 553

to the early 1960’s (Kort, 1957; Nagel, 1963). The 554

pioneers have used rule based systems to success- 555

fully capture aspects of legal reasoning in thou- 556

sands of hand crafted rules (Ashley, 1988). Yet 557

these systems have been too brittle to be employed 558

in practice due to the ever changing rules of law. 559

Especially in common law countries, majority of 560

law is contained in case law, where cases are tran- 561

scripts of the judicial decisions, making the law 562

change constantly with every new decision. With 563

the advances of natural language processing (NLP) 564

in the past two decades, the interest in developing 565

NLP applications for the legal domain have been 566

rejuvenated by the research aiming towards more 567

robust models of law. 568

Aspects of legal reasoning which have been ex- 569

plored include question answering (Monroy et al., 570

2009), legal entity recognition (Cardellino et al., 571

2017), text summarisation (Hachey and Grover, 572

2006), judgement prediction (Xu et al., 2020) and 573

majority opinion prediction (Valvoda et al., 2018). 574

Our work is in particular similar to the recent 575

research on Chinese law judgement prediction by 576

(Zhong et al., 2018) and (Xu et al., 2020), who 577

break down the court judgement into the applicable 578

law, charges and terms of penalty. Operating in 579

the civil law system (Germany, China, France etc.) 580
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they argue that predicting applicable law is one581

of the fundamental subtasks, which will guide the582

prediction for other subtasks. In the context of583

ECHR law, we argue that the legal claim prediction584

is one such fundamental subtask as lawyers develop585

claims as part of their legal advice.586

However, legal claims are not part of the research587

above as claims are not available in the Chinese law588

datasets. Yet, that doesn’t make claim prediction a589

unique task for the ECHR law. It is as much a part590

of the ECHR system as any other adversarial legal591

system. ECHR cases do conveniently provide this592

information as part of the judgement, but in most593

legal systems, the information will be submitted594

directly to the court and to the other party.595

The ECHR dataset has been collected by596

(Chalkidis et al., 2019b), who have predicted binary597

outcomes of the ECHR law and the corresponding598

articles using neural architectures. Our work builds599

on their research by focusing on the prediction of600

the claims which precede the judgement outcome.601

9 Conclusion602

We have conducted the first study to investigate the603

relationship between legal claims and outcomes.604

We argue that replacing a human judge is incon-605

ceivable even if a legal model could match a human606

judge on any existing metric. On the other hand,607

we contend that replacing a lawyer is at least con-608

ceivable, though by no means we recommend the609

use of the current legal AI models, including ours,610

towards this end.611

Our experiments reveal that there is a substantial612

difference in performance for claim and outcome613

prediction. Claims, it turns out, are harder to pre-614

dict. In light of our discussion on the merits of615

each, the claim prediction should therefore be the616

focus on future research not only because its poten-617

tial utility, but because it poses more of a challenge618

compared to its well established sibling.619

We have investigated if MTL could lead towards620

improvement for either task and have found that621

while the overall effect on performance is negligi-622

ble, there is a small benefit of using this method623

on improving precision of the models for outcome624

prediction. This could be useful for example for625

document retrieval tasks, where higher precision is626

desirable.627

Finally we have formulated the task of negative628

precedent prediction. Inspired by the legal process629

we propose a novel architecture to tackle this prob-630

lem and improve over other classification methods 631

(which are otherwise very successful on claim and 632

positive outcome prediction tasks) by over three 633

times. 634

None the less there are two problems arising 635

from our work worth further investigation. They 636

can be conveniently described by the performance 637

gaps described above. First, further work should 638

seek to close the gap between claim prediction 639

and outcome prediction tasks. Second, and we 640

believe more important issue, is that more research 641

is necessary to close the performance gap between 642

the positive and negative outcome prediction. 643
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